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Abstract. In order to facilitate continuous and quick adaptation to the change of
environment and use requirement, this paper presents a self-evolution method
for the remote sensing information service chain to keep effective and robust of
service chain with lesser modification, and to maximize all users’ utilization
under concurrent user requirements. According to the driver forces of service
chain change, we partition self-evolution method into three levels: (1) a fuzzy
semantic based relatedness analysis and min-conflict heuristic based service
chain reconfigure methods to adapt to user requirement change; (2) a sensitivity
analysis and robust optimization based method to keep maximum stability of
service chain in dynamic environment; (3) a non-cooperative game approach
for multi-service chain cooperation optimization under concurrent tasks
concurrent condition.
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Introduction

As satellites of Earth Observing System (EOS) currently beam down several hundred
terabytes annually, the inconsistent between powerful data instruments and
incompetent data process become ever more standing, which are making this field
“data-rich but analysis-poor” [1]. The key reason lead to this is not that we lack of
applications to handle with these data, but mechanisms how to aggregate the
applications which distributing in internet extensively (hence be looked as remote
sensing services) together and cooperate them to satisfied the need of the data analysis.
This is so-called remote sensing service chain[2] through service composition.
Compared with generic Web service composition, remote sensing services have some
typical features as follows:
Complex in user requirements, for examples: real-time monitor for forestry fire,
coast, and flood; concurrent in user requirements, for instance, in Sichuan Wenchuan
Earthquake, we must evaluate earthquake damage and monitor coast, landslides, and
barrier lakes at the same time.
Rich in data dimensions. Data in remote sense with dimensions of spatiality,
temporal, image resolution, sensor type, and image spectrum, makes it harder to be
descript and more complicated in processing flow. What’s more, mass remote sensing
images make the service chain more sensitivity to response time.
Complicated in remote sensing processing. Remote sensing service composition

has been constrained by more strict process semantic; Computation-intensive feather
in remote sensing also make remote sensing processing more time consumed.
So, remote sensing service chain should be flexible enough to effectively adapt to
fast change of use requirements and environment, through frequently refine their
structure. The existent methods to generate services have some disadvantages as
following:
Lack of mechanism to adapt user requirements change via local reconfigure at
function level which are known as abstract services[3]. The state-of-art service
composition approaches[4] are facing more and more serious bottlenecks of
effectiveness and stability, since new service chain must be generated from “scratch”
for each requirement. Those methods are also known as “first principle”. Distinguish
with it, another way is how to make use of relativity between remote sense service
chains and reuse knowledge about similar, already solved problems successfully. This
methods are always known as “second principle”[5], which aim to make service chain
generate more effectively and execute more stably. Although there are some
researches generate service chain by case based reasoning[6, 7], but they all do not
take into account strict process constraints in remote sense. What’s more how to
measure similarity between cases accurately and to refine service chain effectively are
still open questions.
Lack of robust adapting to dynamic environment at capability level known as
concrete services[3] which usually modeled as QoS constraint based optimization.
The service chains are more sensitivity to services and transport network performance,
because data-intensive and computing-intensive are essential features in remote
sensing. A small perturbation in QoS dimension of services and transport network
will make former optimization solution becomes infeasible. There are many
researches dynamic modify service chain through runtime monitor and re-planning
technology[8]. But, because of high dynamic and uncertain of services and transport
network in nature, the dynamic modification may be too frequency, and lead to
unstable and decrease of performance of service chain. Therefore, we still are short of
quantization model to estimate the influence of QoS perturbation on service chain.
The mechanism how to keep service chain robust in dynamic and uncertain
environment is unclean.
Lack of optimal mechanisms to deal with concurrent user requirements. The
existing optimal composition approaches search optimization solution[9] under QoS
constraints (such as response time, cost, stability and available) via “selfish” way. Yet,
these methods only take single used requirements into account, not adapt to
applications like remote sensing emergency and disaster response where concurrent
task happened frequently. Concurrent tasks competing optimal services lead to
conflict problem and decreased performance of all service chains, which are known as
“tragedy of the commons”. A key problem here is how to reduce the conflict cause by
concurrency tasks to make all service chain reach optimization at the same time.
In conclusion, in the face of high dynamic environment and user requirements, and
high concurrent of user requirements, the challenge of remote sensing service chain
generation is: how service chains adapt to user requirements and environment to keep
effective and robust of service chain with lesser modification and how to implement
multiple service chain cooperation optimization under concurrent tasks to maximize
all user’s utilization. Hence, we put forward a novel self-evolution method to solve it.
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Remote Sensing Service chain Self-Evolution Method

The basic conception behind remote sensing service chain self-evolution method is: it
is a self-adaptive behavior responding to exterior dynamics factors, through frequent
revise structure, function and capability of service chain, with completeness,
minimization and consistency.
Exterior factors dynamics refer to user requirements, services runtime environment
which including service temporarily disabled, modification of services QoS and
network QoS, and so on.
Completeness, refer to if it is feasible to change from current service chain to
others, then, we always can find the post-evolution service chain.
Minimization, refer to achieve the evolution process with minimum service chain
changing. The minimization has two means here: maximum reuse existent service
chain and least revision that establish the upper and lower limits of the sensitivity
interval and find a robust solution with lesser sensitivity to dynamic environment.
Consistency, include function consistency and capability consistency, i.e. evolution
process must satisfied constraints such as function constraints and QoS constraints.
We first analyze driving forces of service chain evolution to understand which
factors make it change.
2.1

Driving Forces of Service chain Evolution

We classify driving forces into two categories: user which provides information
requirements and preference, and runtime environment of services, shown as fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Driving forces of service chain evolution

The driving forces of user are decomposed into information requirements which
describe function demands and preference which describe non-function demands. The
former associate with abstract and the latter associate with concretion service chain[3].
The information requirements describe the function about use demand. A typical
requirement can be described as following:”2008-8-8 Beijing Olympic Country 1m
geospatial resolution panchromatic IKONOS image”. Another requirement changes
to:”2008-8-8 Beijing Olympic Country 0.5m geospatial resolution panchromatic
image”. Now, the abstract service chain must be modified.
The preference describes the non-function about user demand. The preference can
also divide into QoS preference and QoS constraint. The former describes how
important QoS dimension means to user, the latter describes anticipant upper or lower
limit of QoS dimension. A typical preference can be described as following:”response
time less than ten minutes and weight equal to 0.5, cost less than 100 dollars and
weight equal to 0.3, successful execution rate more than 80% and weight equal to 0.3”.
The non-function here mainly refer to QoS dimensions such as five dimensions model
presented by[9]. The concrete service chain should modify with preference changing.
Runtime environment of services include network QoS (the response time is
computed by the sum of the processing time and the transmission time) and services
QoS such as the response time of service change from 20 minutes to 30 minutes. The
alterations of them make performance (object function in optimization) of concretion
service chain fluctuate frequently and irregularly.
What’s more, concurrent tasks will lead to value of network and services QoS
change more severity because of “completion of best resource”.
2.2

Service chain Self-Evolution Method

We reduce self-evolution method to two levels and three hierarchies according to the
driving forces motioned above, shown as table 1. The proposed research methods
consist of three aspects as follows, also shown as fig. 2:
Table 1.

The basic idea of service chain evolution.

Service chain level Question
How to adapt user
requirement changing
Single service
chain

Multi-service
chain

How to keep service
chain robust in dynamic
and uncertain
environment
How to make all service
chain reach optimization
at the same time in
concurrent situation.

Basic idea
Choosing a most similarity service chain by
user requirements relatedness analysis, and
fast reconfiguring by local revising based on
reuse knowledge about similarity, already
solved problems successfully.
Analysis the influence of QoS perturbation
including QoS preference, QoS constraints,
and services QoS on service chain; set up a
robust optimization model to keep service
composition optimal solution more stability.
Modeling competition relationship between
tasks by non-cooperative game, which assures
maximizing all tasks’ utilization under multitask conflict condition.

Fig. 2. Architecture of service chain self-evolution method

(1) Adapt to user requirement
We model remote sense requirements as and/or graph. To estimate relativity
between two requirements, we proposal fuzzy semantic distance based method on
node level, and Hausdorff distance based method on graph level.
After relatedness analyses, we accomplish service chain explanation by
quantitative analysis the influence domain of each service. Finally a min-conflict
heuristic based regression algorithm is presented to search a minimal influence
domain solution to achieve service chain reconfigure, and prove be A*.
(2) Robust optimization in dynamic environment
We quantitative analysis the influence of QoS perturbation on service chain
performance via mix integer linear programming model. Based on this, we cast QoS
preference, QoS constraints, and QoS of services and network to profit parameters,
left-hand side and left-hand side of constraints, respectively, and establish the upper
and lower limits of the sensitivity interval through sensitivity analysis.
Then, we set up robust optimization model via minimax criterion[10] and
decompose service chain to three execution stage (executed, executing, un executed ) .

Based on this, we decrease service chain sensitivity to dynamic environment and
reduce re-planning frequency by finding robust optimization solution.
(3) Concurrent tasks optimization
A non-cooperative game based mathematics model is proposed to analysis
competition relationship between tasks through best reply function, which is defined
to quantize conflict between tasks to assure each task finds optimal composition
strategy adapting to other tasks’. Based on this, we present an iteration algorithm
converging to Nash equilibrium, which maximizing all task’s utilization under multitask conflict condition.
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Conclusion

Remote sensing service chain self-evolution method is a self-adaptive behavior to
exterior factors dynamics, through frequent revise structure, function and capability of
its. We have done some experiments on user requirements change and tasks
concurrent scenarios and our methods show good performance in former and good
convergence and better practice utility of all tasks in latter.
Next step, we will focus on our sensitivity analysis and robust optimization based
method to test capability of keeping service chain stability in dynamic environment.
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